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Using to, too, and two correctly 

The words too, to, and two all sound the same, but mean 

something different. Too means also or extra, two is the 

number, and to shows a specific person, place, thing, or goal. 

Directions: Place the correct to/too/two in the blank to 

complete the sentence. 

1. _____ little foxes played in the snow. 

2. I would like ____ write a song ____. 

3. There is ____ much snow to play outside. 

4. I will be ____ years from driving soon. 

5. It is only ____ hours until the movie starts. 

6. Can we come ____? 

7. I need a new jacket, sweater, and pants _____. 

8. _____ year-olds cannot be left alone. 

9. I go _____ school in that building. 

10. I like lemons, apples, and oranges _____. 

11. I need _____ boxes so I can wrap gifts. 

12. Which _____ songs would you like to sing? 

13. What are we going ____ do this weekend? 

14. I can hear thunder and see lightning ____. 

15. My computer has ____ be fixed. 
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Answer Sheet 

1. _Two__ little foxes played in the snow. 

2. I would like _to_ write a song _too__. 

3. There is _too_ much snow to play outside. 

4. I will be _two_ years from driving soon. 

5. It is only _two_ hours until the movie starts. 

6. Can we come _too_? 

7. I need a new jacket, sweater, and pants _too__. 

8. _Two__ year-olds cannot be left alone. 

9. I go _to__ school in that building. 

10. I like lemons, apples, and oranges _too__. 

11. I need _two__ boxes so I can wrap gifts. 

12. Which _two__ songs would you like to sing? 

13. What are we going _to_ do this weekend? 

14. I can hear thunder and see lightning _too_. 

15. My computer has _to_ be fixed. 


